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SUMMARY / BRIEF DESCRIPTION ABOUT THE PROPOSED PROJECT 

 
East Speaks West, West Speaks East 2010, Sharing the 21st Century Method of Language Learning. 
Secondary school students from Asia and Europe sharing a classroom in the cyberspace. This project 
shares this idea. Students of Asia and Europe sharing their languages and learning from each other using 
the language material they produce on their own. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

http://eswwse.webs.com/
http://eswwse.edu20.org/site%20/
http://edithafloreswolff.com/


RATIONALE FOR THE PROJECT: 

 
Pedagogical innovation: 
European and Asian students teaching and learning from each other. Rediscovering the “wheel” of 
language learning: assimilation- listening, repetition and immersion. Then, bringing this forward into the 
present thereby injecting ICT tools in discovering a method which is designed and fitted for today's 
learners.  A reflection process would take place during the assimilation whereby the learners would be 
able to discover cultural similarities and differences through the language.  
 
Networking and collaborative use of ICT 
Two continents, one classroom – is only achievable through the use of ICT. Incorporating ICT tools in 
language teaching and learning is one of our primary objectives. To find out together how members, 
teachers and students alike could utilize or apply ICT tools in language teaching and learning. We aim to 
help students realize that ICT is not only intended for fun, games or entertainment. There is more to it that 
could enhance their learning at school. Language learning has gone a very long way. Remember 
deciphering phonetic sounds of the language in the absence of audio files?  From LP records, to audio 
cassettes, to CDs, to MP3 / MP4. Now, it is “text to speech software”. All for our taking, free and it is FUN, 
too. 
 
 

 
 
EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION FROM ASIAN SCHOOLS/STUDENTS: 

 
This project has got two stages: Language Material Production Stage and Language Learning Stage as 
follows: 
 
Language Material Production Stage 
 
Translation 
The students are required to translate the script of a fairy tale in their own language. Please bear in mind 
that you are NOT allowed to come up with your own script. You MUST submit a translation of the script 
provided at our public library http://eswwse.webs.com/library.htm . Upon finishing the translation, it must 
be forwarded to me efw2010@googlemail.com   for uploading to our school. 
 
Audiofile Production 
At this stage, you must come up with a recording of your translation. You have to record the script in your 
own language as per translation. Please bear in mind that your audio file would serve as the learning 
material of your counterpart in Asia or Europe. They would listen to you to be able to learn your language. 
For this matter, we would like that recording should be done very slowly and clearly. Recording should be 
done without ANY BACKGROUND music. The recording should be forwarded to me. Recording should 
be in wav or mp3 files. No other files should be forwarded to me as converting forwarded file with another 
program affects the synchronization process. 
 
Language Corner 
After the translation and Audiofile production the students are now about to embark on their contribution 
to the language corner of our website.  Students are also requested to think about their experiences 
during the translation. Was it easy to translate? Were the words and phrases in English could be directly 
translated in your own language. If not, why? Do some phrases and words do not exist or couldn’t be said 
in your language? What do you say instead? In doing so, the students would be able to discover 
similarities and differences among them through the language. These discoveries could also help other 
learners to understand your language better. 
 
Grammar Corner 
Though we have provided language resources at our library http://eswwse.webs.com/library.htm; e.g. 
youtube videos, podcast, dictionaries, etc, students are requested to make a contribution to it. They could 

http://eswwse.webs.com/library.htm
http://eswwse.webs.com/library.htm


watch the videos portraying their language and say something about it. Or they could also produce their 
own grammar material touching on the basic grammar of their language. We also have grammar hand-
outs that we would share through google doc.  
 
Culture Corner 
Try imagining Snow White in another costume other than European. How would she look like in your 
traditional costume? Have you ever asked yourself if your Snow White would be lured by an apple or 
would she have preferred to be poisoned by another fruit? A guava perhaps? Or a Banana? What do you 
think? In this corner, we would like to look closer at ourselves by imagining the main characters of our 
fairytales as our very own. In doing so, we might be able to share more about our culture and learn from 
each other. An example of a contribution to our culture corner could be found in our website: 
http://eswwse.webs.com/culturecorner.htm.  As mentioned, students are also required to submit their 
translation not only in Latin alphabets but also in their own scripts or alphabets. This would help other 
students to be aware of the print culture that goes with the learning of the language. 
 
Video production 
This is an optional part of the project but highly desired as this concretizes the very aim of this project and 
add to its dynamic. Students could produce a video of a play; school or classroom play, staging the fairy 
tale in their own language. They could wear national costume; shoot at the palace or a forest and so on. 
You could watch a video created by our Bulgarian members at our site: http://eswwse.webs.com/.. 
 
Language Learning Stage 
 
Assimilation 
The students are requested to listen to the audio files of the script that they have translated in the 
language that they would like to learn. For example, if they have translated Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs and they would like to learn German, then they have to listen to it. No hurrying but taking time in 
assimilating the language- listening, repetition and immersion. Through careful listening and repetition, 
you would be able to have a feeling of the language you are learning. You would automatically acquire 
the rhythm, cadence, intonation, stress and some important intangible properties of the language. 
Furthermore, at this stage, you would find out that while you are learning the script of the same fairytale 
that you translated, understanding the meaning is no longer a difficult task. You could refer to the 
translation you made during the language production material stage. Without hardly noticing the whole 
process, you were able to acquire the essence of the language you are learning. 
 
This is actually the very core of the East Speaks West, West Speaks East pedagogy. 
 
Now, when you reaches this stage, and becomes confident enough, you can make a recording.  
 
Once again, recording should be done slowly, clearly without any background music and as wav or mp3 
file. This recording would also be forwarded to me for uploading. This recording would then be sent to the 
members who speak this language. The members would listen to the recording and would be free to give 
their comments. All comments and opinions about the recordings would be submitted to me and they 
would be posted. Finally, the students would get these comments about their recordings.  
 
This recording would be submitted to me for uploading. Again, the recording would be in wav or mp3 files 
and without any background music. This would be uploaded to our site. The student members of the 
country where the concerned language is spoken would give comment on your recordings. All these 
comments would be forwarded to you. Further discussions could be carried out through text/ voice chats, 
eMail and so on. 
 
Grammar Corner 
Students who wish to get into the grammar aspect of the language could visit our resources at: 
http://eswwse.webs.com/. Our public library offers our language collection to support learning of the 
languages featured. 
 

http://eswwse.webs.com/culturecorner.htm
http://eswwse.webs.com/
http://eswwse.webs.com/


Video production 
This is an optional part of the project but highly desired as this concretises the very aim of this project and 
add to its dynamic.  Students could produce a video of a play; school or classroom play, staging the fairy 
tale in the foreign language they have learned. 
 
 

 
 
EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION FROM EUROPEAN SCHOOLS/STUDENTS: 

 
Same as above. 
 
 

 
 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF SCHOOLS/STUDENTS INVOLVED: 

 
No. of Schools / Students 
 

 
: 

 
Minimum 2 schools 

Students Age Group : 12 and above 
 

Level of English 
 

: Basic to Intermediate 

 
 
PROPOSED DURATION OF PROJECT (PLEASE STATE TENTATIVE START AND END DATE): 

 
Duration  
 

 
: 

 
8 months 
 

Start Date 
 

: January 2011 
 

End Date : 31 August 2011 
 

 

ICT TOOLS / SOFTWARE REQUIRED:   ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED: 

 
 http://wave.google.com/about.html 
 
 http://audacity.sourceforge.net/ 
 
 http://www.tagxedo.com/  
 
 http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop/pho

toshopextended/  
 
 http://www.amrtomp3converter.com/ 
 
 http://quizlet.com/features/  
 
 http://www.skype.com/intl/en/home  
 
 http://mail.google.com/mail/help/intl/en/about.ht

ml  
 

  



 http://text-to-
speech.imtranslator.net/speech.asp?dir=fr 

 
 http://www.google.com/talk/  
 
 http://google.com/support/chat/bin/answer.py?h

l=en&answer=159499  
 
 http://www.google.com/support/reader/bin/ans

wer.py?hl=en&answer=97872 
 

 
. . . . .  


